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[57] ABSTRACT

The relative azimuth bearing between first and second
spaced terrestrial points which may be obscured from
each other by intervening terrain is measured by plac-
ing at one of the points a laser source for projecting a
collimated beam upwardly in the vertical plane. The
collimated laser beam is detected at the second point
by positioning the optical axis of a receiving instru-
ment for the laser beam in such a manner that the
beam intercepts the optical axis. In response to the op-
tical axis intercepting the beam, the beam is deflected
into two different ray paths by a beam splitter having
an apex located on the optical axis. The energy in the
ray paths is detected by separate photoresponsive ele-
ments that drive logic networks for providing indica-
tions of:

a. the optical axis intercepting the beam;
b. the beam being on the left of the optical axis and
c. the beam being on the right side of the optical

axis.

8 Claims, 2 Drawing Figures
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LONG RANGE LASER TRAVERSING SYSTEM a laser beam, is projected from one of the points in the
vertical plane. A receiver for the radiant energy is lo-

~ ,—.,.™~.., cated at the second point. The receiver has an optical
ORIGIN OF THE INVENTION ^ whjch ig position

H
ed by an operator to intm£ the

The invention described herein was made by an em- 5 radiant energy beam when the correct bearing angle
ployee of the United States Government and may be azimuth between the two points is achieved. Thereby
manufactured and used by or for the Government for there is no need for a relatively complex communica-
governmental purposes without the payment of any tion system to transmit signals indicative of relative
royalties thereon or therefor. bearing between the two points. Further, if triangula-

nici r» riv iw\/cxrrinw 10 tion amongst several points to a common point is de-HhLO Oh INVbNllON sired & sing,e laser source ig )ocated at the comnlon

The present invention relates generally to a system point and a receiver is positioned at each of the other
for and method of determining the relative angular azi- points. Since receivers are much less expensive than ac-
muth bearing between two terrestrial points, and, more live sources, the system is relatively inexpensive, even
particularly, to a system and method wherein a colli- 15 when used for triangulation.
mated energy beam is transmitted from one of the A feature of the invention concerns the relatively in-
points and is detected at a second one of the points. expensive nature of each receiver and the indicating

„ . ̂ .,^~~. ,»,.-. ^^ r~,,*~ .»,,,r-,,^,.^», apparatus associated with it. Each receiver includes aBACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION having an apex ,ocated Qn ^ recejver

Generally, the procedure for determining the relative 20 optical axis. In response to the optical axis intersecting
angular azimuth bearing between two points that are the beam, the beam is split into two ray paths. If the
not in direct line of sight has involved the establishing beam is located on one side or the other of the optical
of intermediate points where line of sight vision can be axis, there is then established only one ray path. Photo-
maintained. This procedure is time consuming and detecting devices responsive to the optical energy in
therefore costly. In addition, if the terrain between the 25 the two ray paths feed logic networks for deriving indi-
two points is rugged, the amount of physical labor re- cations of whether the beam intersects the optical axis
quired to establish intermediate sightings is apprecia- or is on one side or the other of the optical axis.
ble. Further, the requirement for establishing a number It is, accordingly, an object of the present invention
of intermediate measuring points frequently results in to provide a new and improved system for and method
erroneous measurements. These errors can accumulate 30 of determining the bearing angle between two spaced
in the same direction to produce inaccuracies of a sub- points, without requiring intermediate measurements
stantial nature. even though there is no direct line of sight between the

To avoid these problems, a system has been proposed two points.
wherein radiant energy is transmitted in a generally Another object of the present invention is to provide
horizontal direction from a first point towards a second 3S a system for and method of determining the relative az-
point. At the second point, there is provided a receiving imuth bearing angle between two spaced points
instrument having an upwardly directed axis. In re- wherein an active radiant energy source is located at
sponse to the axis of the receiver intercepting the beam one of the points and a receiver that is easily adjusted
of radiant energy an indication of the relative azimuth with regard to angular position is located at the other
bearing between the first and second points is derived of the points.
by monitoring the pointing angle of the radiant energy A further object of the invention is to provide a sys-
source. tem for determining the bearing between two spaced

While the prior art, proposed active system utilizing points wherein radiant energy is projected from one of
a radiant energy source theoretically functions in the the points along a first optical axis and a receiver at the
desired manner, there are certain problems associated second point has an optical axis adapted to intersect
therewith, particularly if triangulation between the with the first optical axis, wherein the receiver includes
points is desired. In triangulation, it is necessary to em- means for providing indications of the axes intersecting
ploy three active sources, which are inherently more or on which side the detector axis is relative to the
expensive than detectors. source axis.

A further problem in utilizing an active source for de- The above and still further objects, features and ad-
riving radiant energy having an aixs directed generally vantages of the present invention will become apparent
in the horizontal plane in combination with a detector upon consideration of the following detailed descrip-
having an axis lying in the vertical plane is that azimuth tion of one specific embodiment thereof, especially
bearings are determined by rotating the source relative when taken in conjunction with the accompanying
to the axis of the detector. This requires a relatively drawing.
complex communication system between the detector DESCRIPTION OF THF DRAWING
and source to enable an operator at the source to be ap- BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING
prised of the relative position between the beam and FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of one embodiment of
the detector axis. If several active sources are em- the azimuth bearing determining system of the present
ployed, the communication system becomes more invention; and
complex because of the need to signal the relative posi- FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram illustrating optical and
tion between each beam and the detector axis to three electronic elements employed in the receiver of the sys-
separate sites. tem of FIG. 1.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 65 DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING

In accordance with the present invention, an up- Reference is now made to FIG. 1 of the drawing
wardly directed, collimated radiation beam, preferably wherein the relative azimuth bearing angle between
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points 1 and 2, which are typically separated from each beam and the receiver optical axis. The receiver is then
other by a distance on the order of one mile and are not manually rotated about its vertical axis in a direction
in direct line of sight with each other due to terrestrial whereby its optical axis has a tendency to be aligned
obstacles, is determined by positioning laser, radiant with the trajectory of the laser beam. Laser source 11
energy source 11, at point 1 and optical receiver or de- 5 is then again pulsed by transmitting a pulse through the
lector 12 at point 2. Laser 11 projects upwardly in the communication link and the relative position of the
vertical plane and pulsed, collimated, linearly polar- beam trajectory and optical axis is again ascertained,
ized, monochromatic, coherent light beam, preferably The receiver is again rotated about its vertical axis in
at a wavelength outside of the visible spectrum, e.g., a manner whereby its optical axis has a tendency to in-
6943 Angstroms, that is easily distinguished during 10 tersect with the trajectory of the laser beam. Opera-
daylight conditions. The beam derived from laser tions are carried out in this manner until the receiver
source 11 has sufficient intensity and collimation to be derives an indication that its optical axis intersects the
detected at point 2 with optical receiver 12, even trajectory of the laser beam.
though the laser source and receiver may be separated Reference is now made to FIG. 2 of the drawing
by distances more than one mile. Receiver 12 is rotat- IS wherein there is illustrated, in schematic optical and
able about a horizontal axis and swings in the vertical electronic form, apparatus employed in receiver 12.
plane, because terrestrial obstructions between points Scattered energy from the collimated beam derived
1 and 2 may prevent direct line of sight between the from laser 11, when in the relatively narrow field of
two points, whereby the optical axis can be directed to view of receiver 12, is focused by condensing lens 21
a point on the beam derived by laser 11 considerably 20 and concave mirror 22 on point 23 that lies on the re-
above the elevation of the laser source. Receiver 12 is ceiver optical axis. The field of view of receiver 12 is
rotatable about a vertical axis in the horizontal plane, designated by the angle 0FOV. In one typical system
to enable its optical axis to intersect the laser beam, the laser beam subtends an arc of one minute at the re-
whereby the azimuth bearing angle between points 1 ceiver. Representative cross-sections of the beam pro-
and 2 can be ascertained. 25 jected from laser source 11, as it may fall on-axis, or to

Broadly, receiver 12 includes a detector for the opti- the left or right of axis, within the field of view of re-
cal energy derived by laser source 11 and an indicator ceiver 12, is illustrated at Ha, Hi, and He,
to enable an operator of the receiver to determine if the respectively. Energy focused on point 23 is reflected
receiver optical or boresight axis intersects the beam or along a line at right angles to the common axes of lens
on which side of the beam the receiver optical axis is 30 21 and reflector 22 by concave reflector 24 so that it
located. The receiver has a relatively narrow field of focuses on point 25. Point 25 is thereby on the optical
view, typically one degree for a distance of one nautical axis of the receiver, in the focal plane of reflector 24.
mile, to provide appropriate magnification and prevent Coincident with point 25 is the apex of roof prism 26
detection of spurious signals. which forms a beam splitter. In response to the receiver

Laser source 11 is preferably a relatively high power, 35 optical axis intersecting the beam derived from laser
pulsed ruby laser having Q-switch type operation. source 11, optical energy is divided approximately
Laser 11 is positioned so that its optical axis and, there- equally into a pair of ray paths 27 and 28 extending ap-
fore, beam path are precisely aligned to the local verti- proximately at right angles to a line through points 23
cal. To this end, a tripod on which the laser is fixedly and 25.
mounted preferably includes a conventional leveling 40 In response to the laser beam being on the left side
device, such as spirit levels. Once laser source 11 is po- of the optical axis of receiver 12, optical energy re-
sitioned so that its optical axis is precisely aligned in the fleeted from mirror 24 is directed virtually exclusively
vertical plane, it is rotated so that the beam energy po- to the left face of roof prism 26, whereby ray path 27
larization plane, which is at right angles to the beam is established to the exclusion of ray path 28. In an op-
axis, is also approximately at right angles to the optical posite manner, ray path 28 is established in response to
axis of receiver 12. The polarization plane of the beam the laser beam lying on the right side of the receiver op-
derived by laser source 11 is approximately at right an- tical axis.
gles to the optical axis of receiver 12 to enable the re- To determine if ray paths 27 and 28 are both estab-
ceiver response to be maximized. To enable the polar- lished or if one of the ray paths is established to the ex-
ization plane of the beam derived by laser source 11 to elusion of the other, photodetectors and electronic cir-
be approximately at right angles to the optical axis of cuitry are provided. The photodetectors comprise pho-
the receiver 12, the platform on which laser source 12 tomultiplier tubes 31 and 32, respectively responsive to
is fixedly mounted includes a horizontally directed energy in ray paths 27 and 28, as coupled through pla-
arrow extending in a direction at right angles to the po- nar mirrors 33 and 34 and optical filter 35, which
larization plane of the beam. The supporting platform passes optical energy in the wavelength of laser 11 but
is positioned so that the arrow is approximately aligned blocks energy in the visible spectrum. Output signals of
with the optical axis of receiver 12. photomultiplier tubes 31 and 32 are fed to amplifiers

With laser source 11 positioned, a very low band- 36 and 37, having gains that can be set by variable re-
width communications link is established between re- 6Q sisters 38. The gains of amplifiers 36 and 37 are set so
ceiver 12 and laser source 11. After the optical axis of that the output signal of each is the same in response
receiver 12 has been approximately aligned with the to the incident optical energy on photomultipliers 31
expected trajectory of the beam of laser source 11, a and 32 being identical. The output signals of amplifiers
pulse is transmitted via the communications link to the 36 and 37 are fed to Schmitt triggers 39 and 40, having
laser. The laser is energized in response to the pulse to 65 variable threshold levels established by variable resis-
produce a pulsed beam of optical energy. In response tors 42. The gain factors of amplifiers 36 and 37,
to the pulsed beam of optical energy, an indication is threshold levels of Schmitt triggers 39 and 40 and sensi-
derived by receiver 12 of the relative position of the tivity of photomultiplier tubes 31 and 32 are such that
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bactfgrou'nd "noise pulses which might be induced in and 53 which are activated to an energized condition
photomultiplier tubes 31 and 32 do not exceed the as long as the binary one signals are applied thereto. An
threshold settings of the Schmitt trigger circuits but the operator viewing indicator lamps 51 and 53 is able to
pulsed energy from laser 11 does exceed the threshold determine on which side of the receiver optical axis the
settings. In addition, the variable gain settings of ampli- 5 laser beam lies. He rotates receiver 12 until the re-
fiers 36 and 37 provide for control of the bandwidth of ceiver optical axis intersects the beam, as indicated by
the receiver since the gain of any amplifier times its lamp 52 being energized. Once lamp 52 is energized,
bandwidth is a constant. By controlling the bandwidth the operator can determine the azimuth bearing angle
of the receiver so that it extends from approximately between receiver 12 and laser source 11 by reading a
d.c. to a predetermined frequency capable of passing a 10 scale on a platform on which the receiver is fixedly
majority of the frequency components of the pulsed ra- mounted.
diation beam, higher frequency noise pulses due to ex- While there has been described and illustrated one
traneous sources are eliminated, to increase signal to specific embodiment of the invention, it will be clear
noise ratio. that variations in the details of the embodiment specifi-

The output signals of Schmitt triggers 39 and 40, 15 cal|y illustrated and described may be made without
pulses having a fast rise time and constant amplitude as departing from the true spirit and scope of the inven-
long as the variable threshold levels of the Schmitt trig- tion ^ defined in the appended claims,
gers are exceeded, are fed to one-shot circuits 43 and j ciamv

44. In response to each pulse derived by Schmitt trig- , A system for enabling the relative azimuth bearing
gers 39 and 40, one-shot circuits 43 and 44 generate a 20 between two spaced points to be ascertained compris-
pulse of predetermined amplitude and duration. The ing means at one of the points for transrnitting a colli-
pulses of predetermined amplitude and duration de- mated beam of monochrornatic opticai energy up-
rived by one-shot circuits 43 and 44 are fed to a logic ward,y fa the vertica, ,ane means at the second mt

network 45 which drives indicator 46 that signals for detecting the beam, said detecting means including
whether the laser beam intersects the receiver optical 25 ^ ^ ^ ^ tQ fee ̂ ^ ^^ ^
ax,s or on wh!ch s.de of the optical axis the laser beam beam a ̂ ^ ^.^ for ^ beam sajd ^ ^
le.s' . . . . . . . . „,. „ ,„ having an apex located on the axis, whereby in re-

Log1C network 45 .ncludes three gates 47, 48 and 49, ^ IQ ̂  { ̂  djrected to in t

all of which are responsive, to binary signals derived by ^ beam e from ^ beam .g deflected b th
F
e

one-shot circuits 43 and 44 In response to energy sub- 30 ^ ^ ̂  ^^ fa £
sisting m ray paths 27 and 28 simultaneously, as a result £ } ̂  ^^ ^ me ^ ^^ ^
of the optical axis of receiver 12 intersecting the beam r... ... • . ., F u e • c «.i_-, \. . , . . .. ._ J A A J - while the beam is in the field of view, energy from theof laser 11, each of one-shot circuits 43 and 44 derives .. - , <, . . u . ... . , * ._

,. 11- i i. t-, i_ splitter is deflected by the splitter in only one of the raya binary one level; i n response to only r ay path 27 hav- F . . . . .
ing optical energy from the laser beam therein, one- 35 P*ths, and means responsive to the energy in the two
shot circuit 43 derives a binary one level to the exclu- ^y paths for deriving a signal indicative of whether the
sion of one-shot circuit 44; and one-shot circuit 44 de- oP,tlcaJ axls 1S dlre

r
ctf at the beam'

rives a binary one level to the exclusion of one-shot cir- 2' The svstem of claim l wherem the s'8nal denving
cuit 43 in response energy from laser 11 subsisting only means lndudes means «sponsive to an off axis beam
in ray path 28. In response to a binary signal being de- 40 for denvine a S16nal ">d.cative of the side in the field of
rived by both of one-shot circuits 43 and 44, logic gate view ln which the beam is located.
48, an AND gate, derives a binary one signal. Logic cir- 3- A system for enabling the relative azimuth bearing
cuit 47 includes a network for forming the AND func- between two spaced points to be ascertained compris-
tion between the output of one-shot circuit 43 and the (n& means at one of the Points for transmitting a colli-
complement of the out-put of one-shot circuit 44, while 45 mated beam of monochromatic optical energy along a
logic circuit 49 includes a network for forming the first optical axis, means at the second point for detect-
AND function between the output of one-shot circuit in6 the beam' said detecting means including narrow
44 and the complement of the output of one-shot cir- field of view optical means having a second optical axis
cuit 43. Thereby, in response to both of one-shot cir- adapted to be directed towards the beam, one of said
cuits 43 and 44 deriving simultaneously a binary one 50 optical axes being located in the vertical plane, said de-
signal, as occurs in response to the receiver optical axis tecting means further including means responsive to
intersecting the laser beam, the output signals of logic the monochromatic optical energy to provide an elec-
circuits 47 and 49 are binary zero levels, and the output trical output, and means responsive to said electrical
signal of circuit 48 is a binary one level. In response to output for deriving a first indication of said first and
the laser beam lying to the left of the receiver optical second axes intersecting and for deriving a second indi-
axis, whereby a binary one signal is derived from one- cation of the side on which said first axis lies relative to
shot circuit 43 to the exclusion of one-shot circuit 44, the second axis.
logic circuit 47 derives a binary one output signal and 4. The system of claim 3 wherein said means respon-
logic circuits 48 and 49 derive binary one signals. In re- sive to said electrical output comprises means for deriv-
sponse to the laser beam being on the right side of the ing first and second pulses of predetermined amplitude
receiver optical axis, whereby one-shot circuit 44 de- in response to the energy level of the first and second
rives a binary one output signal to the exclusion of one- ray paths respectively exceeding a predetermined am-
shot circuit 43, a binary one signal is derived by logic plitude, first logic circuit means responsive to the first
gate 49 while binary zero signals are derived by logic 6J and second pulses occurring simultaneously for deriv-
circuits 47 and 48. ing the first indication and second logic circuit means

The binary one signals derived by logic circuits 47, responsive to only one of the pulses for deriving the
48 and 49 are respectively fed to indicator lamps 51, 52 second indication.
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5. A system for measuring the relative azimuth bear-
ing between first and second spaced terrestrial points
comprising transmitting means positioned at one of
said points for projecting a beam of monochromatic ra-
diant energy upwardly in a vertical plane, and receiving 5
means .positioned at the other of said points rotatable
about a horizontal axis in the vertical plane, said receiv-
ing means including narrow field of view optical means
having an optical axis for intersecting said beam, and
detecting means responsive to monochromatic radiant 10

8
energy to provide signals indicating the intersection of
said optical axis with said beam.

6. A system of claim 5 wherein said beam of radiant
energy has a wavelength outside the visible spectrum.

7. The system of claim 5 wherein said beam of radi-
ant energy has a wavelength above ultraviolet.

8. The system of claim 5 wherein said beam of radi-
ant energy has a wavelength of 6943 Angstroms.
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